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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to deploy quality management tools in order to identify and classify the
difficulties and problems faced by the road transport sector in Morocco.
Our approach is articulated around three parts. In the first, we have conducted a background research
about the transport sector in Morocco. The objective is to highlight the importance of the sector in the
national economy as well as its social role. Also, we have tried to characterize the sector and present its
main constraints.
The second part of this work consists in deploying the quality management tools in order to identify the
problems of the sector and to understand the roots of each difficulty.
In order to better guide the action of public authorities, we need to carry out a work of hierarchical
organization/ prioritization of the difficulties identified. This is the objective we have pursued in the third
part of this work.
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Introduction
The transport sector is vital to any economy. The case of Morocco, raised in this article, is treated with the aim to
highlight the problems of this sector. We have focused on road transport as it provides 90% of people mobility and
75% of goods flows except phosphate (DEPF, 2013).
We have approached the topic by addressing, in the first place, the road transport sector in Morocco. This sector in
fact, in addition to its importance for the economy and society, is characterized by a multitude of stakeholders and a
large discrepancy between its components. The parameters and determinants vary considerably from freight
transport to passenger transport and from urban transport to intercity and international one.
In the second place, we have tried to structure the elements that make up the area using the Ishikawa diagram. A tool
that allows the sector components to be classified into six major families: Materials, Mother Nature, Machine,
Manpower, Method, Measurement (Lannoy, 2009).
In the third place and to identify the sector problems, we have relied on the 6 W’S tool which allows to formalize the
description of a problem by asking basic questions such as Who, What, Where, When, How? Why? How much?
(Durand, 2004), at the level of each component classified by Ishikawa method.
In the last place, we focused on the prioritization of the problems detected using the affinity diagram which allows
to model and regroup with clarity the set of problems.
As perspective, we intend to proceed through a participatory approach in order to deepen the study. Thus, surveys,
based on the documentary analysis made at the level of this article, will be carried out among stakeholders of the
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road transport sector. These surveys will be followed by a hierarchical organization to find the most critical
problems and thus define those to be resolved in priority based on multicriteria analysis.

1. Road transport in Morocco:
The importance of the transport sector in Morocco can be appreciated by the place it occupies as an essential vector
for economic competitiveness, not to mention its role in the regional planning and in the improvement of people's
living conditions. This sector provides 90% of people mobility and 75% of the non-phosphate merchandise flows,
on a road network of 57,500 km, 32,100 of which are paved, in addition to nearly 800 km of highways comprising
6,000 structures, 56% of which are bridges and 35% are scuppers (DEPF,2013).
The network supports the traffic of nearly 50 million vehicles km / day achieved by a fleet of 1.5 million vehicles.
Trucks remain the primary means of freight road transport. The fleet consists of 20,000 carriers, with 73,275 trucks,
53% of which are for hire or reward and 47% for own account. The international road freight transport (TIR) fleet
consists of 1246 vehicles, representing 4% of the total freight transport fleet and belonging to 403 companies. These
firms account for 2% of the total number of road haulage companies operating for hire or reward (METDR, 2012).
Road transport of passengers by coach insures a large share in intercity travel. It contributes at the level of 35, 4 %
in these travels, compared with 44% in private cars and 15.1% in what we call “Big taxi” (MET, 2012). For urban
commuting, public transport loses its attractiveness compared to individual transport modes, except in the
metropolitan areas of Greater Casablanca and Rabat-Salé-Témara, which, with the arrival of the tramway, have
rehabilitated urban public transport.
Road transport is one of the most important human activities in Morocco, in addition to creating links between
regions and between populations and the rest of the world, it employs 1 million people. The decomposition of the
transport energy consumption by mode shows very clearly the dominance of the road transports with 87% and that
the cars represent more than half of the energy consumption of the road fleet (Jaouhari et al, 2013).
The transport sector is characterized by the presence of several stakeholders, both public and private. It is managed
by the Ministry of Equipment and Transport (MET), which is the main administrative and regulatory authority. Key
stakeholders include: The Department of Roads and Road Traffic (DRCR), The Department of Road Transport
(DTR), The Department of Road Transport Safety (DSRT), The National Society of Transportation and Logistics
(SNTL) and others (see Annex 2).

2. Maroc Identification and prioritization of road problems in Morocco
Road transport suffers from several difficulties which hinder its development and hamper its functioning. In order to
detect these problems, an analysis of the sector is necessary. But before starting any analysis, it is logical to define
first of all what a problem is. A problem exists when one finds that a situation is unsatisfactory, that there is a
discrepancy between reality and what is expected or when one imagines better situations to obtain (see figure 1).
The quality approach proposes a whole range of tools that allow the identification and prioritization of problems,
hence the interest of a comparison of these tools in order to choose the most suitable for our study.
Desired situation
IMPROVEMENT

INNOVATION

Offset between the existing and the desired,
Difference between performance and expectations

Imagine results to be achieved, changes to be made

Non-existing
situation

Existing situation
Figure 1. Problem definition

2.1. Choice of Tools
Different problem solving approaches are used to identify, correct and eliminate problems repetition. These
approaches include:
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 The Six W’s method which allows to formalize the description of a problem by asking basic questions (Who,
What, Where, When, Why) (Durand, 2004).
 The Brainstorming that raises as many ideas as possible (Herrmann and Nolte,2010)
 The 80/20 diagram which helps to visualize the data classified by category (Monchy, 2000)
 The Ishikawa diagram which identifies and classifies the causes into six major families (Materials, Mother
Nature, Machine, Manpower, Method, Measurement) (Lannoy, 2009).
 The Selection criteria which offers the possibility of finding a consensus on an array of ideas.
 The Affinity diagram for classifying and organizing information on a "fuzzy" domain (Noyé, 2002), for which
little factual and quantitative data are available in order to arrive at more general conclusions.
 The Tree diagram that can identify fairly broadly all possible ways to reach a chosen goal.
 The Survey sheet, which consists of collecting and organizing existing data or data from observations
(Farges,2011)
 The Correlation diagram to determine the existence of a common relationship between two groups of data.
 The Histogram used to compare the distribution of a number of values (Heath and Etheridge,1991)
 The PDCA of Deming (Plan-Do-Check-Act), which consists, at the end of each cycle, to question all actions
previously carried out in order to improve them (Connie,2009)
 The Relationship diagram which highlights the multiple relationships between the different elements, causes and
effects of a system.
 The Arrow diagram that constitutes a means to explore causal relationships between events by following a
process as each event causes another (Braffort,2009)
 The Decision chart that allows to predict the pitfalls and to plan according to them (Thierry-Mieg, 2004). It
assesses the feasibility of the implementation steps. It's a contingency plan.
Table 1 summarizes all the tools mentioned above and determines the functionalities of each tool.
Table 1. Summary of problem solving methods

Approach

Tools

Consolidating improvement
Check the results
Implement the solution
Seek solutions and choose one
Search and verify causes
Ask problems
Identify problems

Six W’s
Brainstorming
80/20 diagram
Ishikawa diagram
Selection criteria
Affinity diagram
Tree diagram
Survey sheet
Correlation diagram
Histogram
PDCA of Deming
Relationship diagram
Arrow diagram
Decision chart

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

Based on the comparison table, our choice rested on 3 tools. In order to define the framework of the study, we chose
to use the Ishikawa diagram because it allows taking into account the various components of road transport
(material, management, financial, etc ...). The 6 W’s proved to be the most appropriate tool for identifying problems
at each component level and finally the affinity diagram was of great help in grouping and prioritizing the problems
obtained from the Five Ws.
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2.2. Methodology followed
2.2.1. Defining the scope of study
Given the complexity of the road transport sector that articulates several dimensions and components (social,
human, economic, environmental, institutional, etc.), it was necessary to begin first by sketching a framework of the
study area. Thus we have borrowed and adapted from the industrial domain a tool that encompasses all of these
components, it is indeed the Ishikawa diagram. This tool allows a structured representation of all the constitutions of
the sector by categorizing them according to the 6M rule (see table 2). (Materials, Mother Nature, Machine,
Manpower, Method, Measurement)

Mother Nature
Materials
Machine
Manpower
Method
Measurement

Table 2: Components of the Ishikawa Diagram (6M)
Physical and human environment, working conditions ...
Raw materials treated, information, goods ...
Equipment, machines, premises ...
Staff, Performer, Service ...
Methods of supervision, delegation, inaccurate organization chart ...
Budget allocated, costs ...

The graphical representation of the diagram takes the schematic form of a fish bone. A horizontal arrow is then first
traced with, at the end, the expression of the main component, which in our case is the road transport sector. The
edges that converge towards the center line, each correspond to one of the 6M, each of the 6M comprises extensions
representing the components of the road transport sector (see Figure 2).
Materials

Mother Nature

Machine
Vehicle

Roads and highways

Goods

Signaling

Ports

Passenger
Messaging

Lighting

Traffic
Parking

Energy

Taxes
Prices

Private

Funding

Measurement

Public

Public / Private

Method

Road
transport

Environment

Conductors
Pedestrians
Inspection Agents

Manpower

Figure 2: Ishikawa Diagram of the Road Transport Sector

2.2.2. Identification of problems
In order to identify the problems in each component of the Ishikawa diagram, we chose the 6W’s tool which adopts
a constructive critical analysis approach based on systematic questioning (see Table 3). This tool was our guide
during the documentary analysis of the available data. It has enabled us to identify a number of problems affecting
the road transport sector on several levels by answering each of the questions that constitute this method.
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Questions
What? allows a better
description of the problem

Who? allows a better
description of the actors or
persons concerned
Where? allows description
of places
When? allows to define the
times

How? allows a better
description of the way or
method
Why? May arise as a result
of the other questions.

Table 3: Components of the 6 W’s tool
Example of questions
 What is it about?
 What is the state of the situation?
 What are the characteristics?
 What are the consequences?
 Who is concerned?
 Who has the problem?
 Who is interested in the outcome?
 Where does this happen?
 Where does the problem appear?
 When does this happen?
 When did the problem occur?
 What is its frequency?
 When does the risk occur?
 How does the problem occur?
 Under what conditions or circumstances?
 With what methods, what means?
 How to implement the necessary means?
 Why? each answer of the previous
questions

Example of targets
 The actions
 The Items
 The methods
 The operations
 Responsible, victim, actor
 Customers, operators,
 Competence, qualification, ...
 Places, local, distance ...
 Service, ...
 Month, day, hour,
 Moments,
frequency,
predictability
 Duration, schedule, deadlines
 Method, operating procedures,
 Procedures,
regulations,
instructions.
 Equipment, raw material.
 All targets for other issues.

2.2.3. Prioritization of problems
In order to prioritize the problems obtained from the previous step, we used the affinity diagram which is a powerful
tool for structuring data and a simple method for modeling and clustering complex problems while highlighting the
links between them. This tool is also known as the 'Method KJ' from the author Kawakita Jiro (1964). Several steps
were necessary for the realization of this diagram, namely:
i) Re-read ideas and try to discover those that have similarities.
ii) Consolidate ideas that have similarities and clarify the content of each idea when it is needed.
iii) Identify each category (taking into account the components of the Ishikawa diagram) with a brief description of
the ideas.
iv) Repeat steps 3 through 5 until convergence.
v) Draw the final diagram (example see figure 3)

Figure 3. Example of an affinity diagram

2.3. Result
Road transport suffers from several difficulties which hinder its development and hamper its functioning. This
statement is not a coincidence since having listed the components that make up this sector and once submitted to
6W’s method, we have obtained a long list of the problems that we have grouped according to the affinity diagram
(see annex 1)
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3. Perspective
For a deeper analysis of the sector, we intend to follow in the first instance a participatory approach, which
designates any arrangement by which different types of actors contribute more or less directly to a given process
(Den Hove, 2003). The aim of this approach is to involve all stakeholders through surveys in identifying road
transport problems and to express their concerns, gather information, rephrase the dissatisfaction and weaknesses of
the situation and compare them the list obtained from our study. This is technique seems to be the most adapted to
the complexity of the theme, so we will establish questionnaires based on the list of problems obtained from the
literature review, these questionnaires will be addressed to the stakeholders of the sector, which we have grouped in
the table (see Annex 2). In the second step, we will proceed with a prioritization in order to find the most critical
problems and thus define the problems to solve first. Among the methods used for the prioritization stage, we find
the multi-criteria methods. Our choice is based on these methods as a simple analysis "cost-benefit" shows quickly
its inadequacy to deal with the complex problems that confront a sector (Mena,2000) such as the road transport
sector, not to mention the non-commensurable side of certain criteria evaluation and the fact that they may be
contradictory. It is therefore necessary to use methods that can take account of several criteria (Ash and all, 2005).
Among these methods are: The weighted sum of scores (Cheng and Chou,, 2011), the multiplication of ratios
(Bustince et al, 2013), Multiple Attribute Utility Theory (Kailiponi, 2010), Electra I, II, III, IV, Prometheus I and II
(Yu et al, 2013), Naiade (Munda, 2006), goal programming (Aouni, 2014), STEM (Jeong and Kim,2005), and other
known approaches such as Branch and Bound. The choice of an aggregation method depends on the technical means
available, the type and quantity of information that is provided or collected, and the type of desired result (Cornillon
and Matzner-Lober, 2007).

Conclusion
The importance of the transport sector can be seen in terms of its economic and social position, since it represents
6% of GDP and 9% of the value added of the tertiary sector and employs 10% of the urban workforce (DEPF,
2013). The sector, despite its importance, suffers from several difficulties on several levels. This statement was
confirmed by the literature review we conducted. In order to carry out this analysis, we first classified the
components of the road sector according to the Ishikawa diagram, which allowed us to sketch a study framework,
and then, using the 6W’s tool, we tried to list all the problems in relation to each component and finally for a better
clarity we used the affinity diagram which allows to model, group and prioritize all the problems.
The work that has been presented is a draft that will certainly help in the next in-depth analysis of the road sector.
Thus, we intend to proceed with a participatory approach through surveys addressed to stakeholders in the sector.
These surveys will be followed by a prioritization in order to find the most critical problems and thus to define the
problems to be solved first on the basis of the multicriteria analysis.

Signalization

Machine

Vehicle

Annex 1
Problems identified
 Extremely old park with very high pollution and maintenance costs
 Inadequacy of the park in the face of increasing demand (personal transport)
 Chronic weakness of the Moroccan pavilion in international road transport flows
 Plethora of informal transport fleet
 Deplorable state of the vehicles put at the service of citizens (lamentable mechanical state, dirt, ...)
 Weak control of public transport vehicles
 Lack of safety for bus users
 Lack of truck safety devices (such as door opening signal)
 Poor management of traffic lights in different intersections of the city
 Lack of personnel specializing in the maintenance of traffic lights.
 Budget allocated to the sector is insufficient.
 Marking on the ground, regulatory, directional and tri color signs are often faulty and in insufficient
quantity.
 Theft or destruction of signs, especially outside urban areas and in conurbations where it is difficult
to control them.
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 Public lighting suffers from technical, environmental and economic problems, not to mention the
safety involved in the quality of visibility of faulty equipment
 Weakness of the quantity and quality of public lighting system installations and their maintenance.
 Slight degradation of the quality of the paved road network.
 Rarity of lanes reserved for both wheels.
 Narrow lanes with the arrival of the tramway
 Arrangements made in the absence of unanimous technical references (intersections not having the
same geometrical and technical characteristics within the same city).
 Poor allocation of space, which generates mixed traffic (pedestrians, users of both wheels and
vehicles of very large masses).
 Absence of hierarchy: the construction and operation of the axes are not in line with their function
(main network, collector, serving, moderate)
 Road infrastructures not adapted to the exercise of the TIR.
 Road stations are characterized by different management methods as well as a lack of coordination
between the various actors (Impact on use of platforms, respect of schedules, problems of safety and
cleanliness, etc.)
 Increased deficits in legislation, governance and management, their implementation, and their
distribution and renovation
 Absence of equipment available to drivers of large taxis and often simple vacant lots serve as
stations.
 Rigidity of existing means of transport
 Unclear or inappropriate use of taxiways, detrimental to fluidity and road safety.
 The often summary, inadequate or archaic exploitation of intersections (especially traffic lights)
which contribute strongly to congestion phenomena
 Difficulty of ensuring adequate maintenance of the spaces and equipment of roads (cleaning,
repairs), from where templates sometimes badly exploited.
 Priority concern of the driver to make the day profitable which makes the journey timed and
consequently increased risks during traffic
 Public transit generates traffic jams during stops especially at peak times.
 Transit traffic is not deviated from the hyper center.
 Shoreline activities (illegal parking, deliveries, extension of businesses, etc.), which greatly diminish
their flowing capacity.
 Poor operation of the road network and lack of parking policy (inadequate and very poorly placed
parking areas)
 Scarcity and parking congestion, surface or underground
 Lack of coordination between the public parking policy on road and parking facility or parking areas.
 Absence of regulation of private parking leads to a lack of places on private domain which leads to a
monopolization of parking on roads
 Absence of organization of taxi parking in town
 Bus stop airs unclear or inappropriate.
 Despite the implementation of a ministerial decree dating back to 2004 that sets the guardian's
performance, the latter are not at all constrained in setting their own tariffs
 Noise pollution: Traffic is a major source of noise, particularly in urban areas
 Water pollution: Road transport impacts both directly and indirectly on water quality. Both road
accidents and vehicle exhaust are sources of oil spills and hazardous chemicals.
 Land use and fragmentation of the habitat, disturbance of the natural environment and its division
into smaller areas.
 Absence of the concept of quantification in terms of the cost of GES emissions due to transport.
 Total absence of emission control
 Rarity of the use of acids in addition to diesel fuel to promote complete combustion of the fuel,
thereby reducing gaseous emissions harmful to the environment
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 Unfair competition on the part of the informal sector.
 Difficulties inherent in the increase of the factors of production (SMIG, Insurance, fuel ...)

 Oversized demand in relation to supply.
 Abnormal waiting times for transfer of persons.
 No information on the route and schedules.
 Failure to comply with departure schedules and speeding are major problems for buses
 Scuffle, known bus stops, as well as overload, and especially the lamentable mechanical state of
several buses put into service
 Offer oversized in relation to demand.
 Atomicity of the sector and dominance of large shippers who take advantage of this degradation of
prices.
 Quasi absence of companies specializing in the transport of hazardous materials and the
development and equipment of unsuitable vehicles.
 Lack of security measures for goods that avoid obstacles to the smooth operation of their operations
in the TIR.
 Difficulties in Moroccan TIR activity for the capture of return shipments,
 Absence of the ADR card, which is compulsory for transporting hazardous materials on European
soil by professional drivers
 Lack of professional competence criterion for access to the profession.
 Inadequacies in refrigeration infrastructures, specialized handling and safety (slowness in operations
and damage to products)
 Low price / quality ratio.
 Unfair competition from informal transport
 High energy consumption by the transport sector (about a quarter (25.2%) of total final energy
consumption in 2007), while road transport accounts for more than 80% of consumption by all
transport network
 Weakness in final energy intensity (final energy consumption / GDP)
 Absence of qualified and specialized professions in transport
 Violence and aggression, lack of reporting and training systems
 Problems related to working time and rotating schedules and absence of affiliation to social security
institutions.
 Degradation of working and living conditions for taxi drivers dominated by holders of licenses and
intermediaries (high daily working hours combined with insufficient sleep duration)
 Intervention by the public prosecutor at the Court of First Instance, which is described as illegal, in
the relationship between the tenants and the lessors of the transport licenses
 Checkpoints in the city are known to road users who adapt their behavior accordingly.
 User of both wheels drives indifferently on the right and left lanes.
 Failure to respect permitted road speeds for more profits
 Non-compliance with traffic rules
 Absence of integrated communication actions, which involves more control bodies accompanied by
pre- and post-evaluation studies.
 Absence of an authority for piloting road checks
 Failure of the driver control and sanctioning system
 Lack of terminals to be built on the number of points available to the driver.
 Bargaining between inspection agents and irresponsible drivers.
 Use of illegal radars, control on roads without pre-signaling or in places prohibited on the highway,
withdrawal of license without receipt.
 Lack of specific training for examiners (driving license) and need for regular inspections with severe
penalties for breaches of the basic rules.
 Rare use of breathalyzers (ethyl test and ethyl meters) to assess the inebriated state of a driver.
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 Irresponsibility of pedestrians who show negligence in the rules of the road, there is no order in
pedestrian use: crossing, respect of traffic standards, walking in the middle of roads.
 Absence of the respect of the crossing checked by the motorists
 Treatment and verbalization of traffic violations continue to be done manually.
 The current legislation has failed to mention the wearing of helmets for bicycle users and engines in
the speed does not exceed 45 km / h
 The use of hands-free kit is tolerated by the legislator, which does not reduce the negative impact of
the telephone on road safety.
 Lack of legal basis for automated control, in particular through fixed radar stations and weighing
stations (checking the technical overload of vehicles).
 Lack of a legal basis for the control of alcohol driving by appropriate means.
 Lack of supervision of the emission of gases emitted by trucks by the Moroccan regulations.
 Only the contract relating to the regulation and upgrading of actors in the road transport of goods
that is in progress while the nine others are still not elaborated.
 Economy of rent and strong atomization of the road sector created by the system of approvals
initially established to regulate the sector
 Generalization of practices not clearly foreseen by the law, such as leasing, assignment, and tacit
renewal of time-limited agreement.
 Organized actions concerning road safety are punctual in time and located in space and are not
structural.
 No commitment on specific numbers regarding the reduction of mortality by the designers of PSIUII reflects either the uncertainty of the effect of the actions undertaken, or the unsecured involvement
of the partners involved.
 Implementation of the National Control Plan (PNC) is very limited. The control maps and control
themes fixed by the PNC are not respected.
 The difficulty of a geo-localized feedback concerning the activity of the control makes the follow-up
of the PNC relatively difficult
 Direct access to the accident database, the road database and the traffic database for organizations
other than the DR and NIRB
 Frequent use for the qualitative variables of the "other" and "unspecified" modalities indicates that
the quality of data in the accident database needs to be improved.
 Equipment acquired since 2004 offer several functionalities not valued by the Control Corps
 Lack of strict control (with periodic inspections) of driving school driving conditions and the need to
regularize access to the profession (driving school exercises).
 Predominance of emphasis on infrastructure rather than management and operation in dealing with
problems.
 Absence of urban travel plans and integrated traffic plans (passenger cars, parking, pedestrians, etc.)
 Absence of a global and multi-modal vision of urban travel that would address the problems as a
whole rather than on an ad hoc basis.
 Low development of logistics providers (lack of awareness of their importance).
 Companies’ structures not adapted to the logistics logic.
 Recourse to the outsourcing of maintenance without contract remains a privileged practice by
companies.
 Lack of commitment to economic training.
 Absence of road accident prevention plan.
 Insufficient managerial skills, resulting in weaknesses in the use of Pilotage Dashboards and day-today management of transport operations.
 Failure to calculate CO2 emissions from the fleet of vehicles.
 Need to clarify the concepts that constitute all PPPs and which remain relatively different (ranging
from the realization and management of infrastructures and equipment to the contracts for the
delegated management of public services).
 Need to specify at the PPP level the type of partner required (a financial partner or who operates the
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service) and to determine the method of remuneration.
 Problems in the application of contracts, in particular those of delegated management related to the
costs of investments in basic infrastructure (roads, water, electricity, sanitation and street lighting)
and their exploitation which are not covered by the financial resources provided by the developers
and the inhabitants.
 Very long delays in payment of the sums due to operators by the delegating authorities.
 Lack of human resources adapted to the regulation of the contract or outright in a situation of
political blockade within the public partners.
 At least 13 taxes levied on the passenger transport sector.
 Taxes on the purchase of new vehicles are cumbersome.
 Taxi operators are tax-free, being inherently true informal enterprises.
 No revision has been applied since the fixing of passenger transport fares by bus by the decree of 2
December 1996, despite the increase in operating costs (fuel, SMIG, RDP, distribution costs, etc.)
 Tariff escalation in goods transport despite publication of referral costs due to informal transport
 Complex and random tariff system because of a wide range of taxes, which does not allow for an
"average price" for road transport of one tone / km.
 Decrease in tariff protection given the entry into force of the various texts signed with the European
Union and the United States, which could have important consequences on the Moroccan economic
fabric
 Additional costs, in particular for international transport, due to security problems, in particular at
ports (with no secure parking in waiting areas);
 Additional costs, in particular for international transport, due to security problems, in particular at
ports (with no secure parking in waiting areas);
 Weak funding mechanisms
 Very limited local government resources
 No tariff compensation
 Financed by the sector in terms of investment and operation
 Difficulties in accessing finance and land for industrial operations

Public institutions

Federations and professional
associations

Annex 2
Denomination
National Confederation of Road Transport in Morocco
National Federation of Travelers Road Transport
National Federation of Road Transport employers in Morocco
Moroccan Federation of the Union of Public Road transport
Moroccan Association of International Road Transport for Passenger
Moroccan Association of Passenger Transport
Moroccan Association of Road Transport of Messageries
Association of Owners of Technical Visiting Centers
Moroccan Association of Road Transport Training
Association of Auto - School Owners.
Moroccan Transport Association of Hydrocarbons and Liquids
Moroccan Logistics Association
Moroccan Association for mail carriers
Ministry of Equipment, Transport and Logistics
Ministry of Energy, Mines, Water and Environment
Highways of Morocco
Directorate of Statistics High Commission for the Plan of Morocco
National Committee for the Prevention of Road Accidents
Directorate of Roads and Road Traffic
Road Transport and Road Transport Safety Directorate
National Center for Road Studies and Research.
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Training Institute for Gears and Road Maintenance
Public testing and studies laboratory
General direction of the national security
Department of Studies, Planning and Coordination
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